Places work when they
work for everyone

We’ve featured our customers and colleagues throughout our brand book.

Places for People.

It’s who we are.
It’s what we do.
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All kinds
of places
for all kinds
of people,
all across
the country.

New communities, from high-rise apartments in
east London to a Highlands village, from modular
townhouses in North Tyneside and Birmingham to
low-energy homes in Devon and Milton Keynes.
Places for all ages, from student accommodation
to leisure centres to retirement communities, from
game-changing, mixed-use urban regeneration
projects to life-changing rural neighbourhoods.
Inclusive places where everyone is welcome, with
every kind of tenure, from wholly-owned homes
to affordable rentals.
Places where community comes first, and home
starts long before you reach the front door.
Places for people.
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Supported living
Moira discovered a new lease of life at one
of our Living Plus supported living centres.

Retirement living
At places like Landale Court in Aberdeenshire,
we’re celebrating a new way of retirement living.

Homes of the future
With partners like ModularWise, we’re coming up
with innovative solutions to the housing shortage.

Mixed tenure
We create award-winning, sustainable
developments that put people first,
like Brooklands near Milton Keynes.

Affordable homes
We’re putting good-quality, well-maintained homes
within reach of everyone, including Jean in Blackburn.

Grounds maintenance
Ashwell Court in Norwich, run by Cotman, is among the many
sheltered housing schemes tended to by Places Management.

Social impact
Our HomeChoice initiative invests in
neighbourhood sustainability projects, like
Plungington Community Cafe in Preston.

Leisure
Fitness and wellbeing for residents at places
like the Engine Yard in Edinburgh are the target
for Places Gym, our leisure facilities arm.
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Homes to buy
The Engine Yard is one of our newest developments,
with nearly 400 apartments, duplexes and penthouses.

Affordable homes
Our homes in Roney Street, Blackburn, are fully adaptable
‘lifetime houses’, so Sadia never needs to leave.

Student accommodation
Through Derwent Students, we’re providing safe, stylish halls of residence
across the UK, including here, at the University of Gloucestershire.

Increasing opportunities
At Inspire Youth Zone in Chorley we’re a founder
patron, providing inspiration for local young people
in our homes and across the community.

Age-exclusive housing
At Fortune Place in Edinburgh, managed by
Castle Rock Edinvar, award-winning, aging-friendly
flats allow care and activities, such as digital skills,
reach the over-60 residents.

Space for living
Generous, modern interiors and wide-open
outdoor spaces are our signature at new-home
developments like The Green at Longstone.

Challenging assumptions
At places like Poundbury in Dorset,
our developments are putting people
first and pioneering alternative ways
of building new communities.

Interim accommodation
Joyce arrived at Windmill Lane, Sheffield
homeless, a victim of domestic abuse and
severely depressed. Six months later, her life
is back on track and she’s ready to move on.

Property management
It’s not just our homes and customers that
feel the benefit of Places Management’s
expert care and maintenance: it serves
around 200,000 homes and other
properties nationwide.
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The places we
make are like
nowhere else.
Because no
one else makes
places the way
we do.

Thinking in decades, not years
Safe streets. Big, green spaces. Well-built, thoughtfully-designed homes.
Shops and social amenities close by. At places like Brooklands, near
Milton Keynes, our experience in sustainable placemaking is helping
create communities that grow stronger by the year.
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1

By taking responsibility for
everything that makes a place,
from establishing a clear vision for its
future to managing the services that
look after its buildings, public spaces,
residents and visitors. By making it feel
safe, sociable, and connected.

2

By building a family of companies
that can deliver all of these things
and, by sharing their skills, ideas and
experience, deliver a whole lot more.

Touchstone, our property management company,
is trusted by many of the UK’s biggest landlords.

Millwood Designer Homes, a builder of exclusive,
individually-designed homes, joined our group in 2017.
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3

By listening to our customers and
communities to help shape our
services, and delivering outstanding
customer service. By sticking to our
policy of pastoral care, from keeping
older men and women moving in
the gym to providing support to
help homeless people get back
on their feet.

4

By embracing change and loving
disruption in our industry, partnering
with trailblazers in specialist fields
such as modular housing and
low-energy homes.

The older people at Ashwell Court, a sheltered community
in Norwich, make sure there’s always lots going on.

Our partnerships with modular homes specialists such as
ilke Homes are helping deliver a housebuilding revolution.
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5

By using commercial means to
deliver social ends, ploughing
100% of our profits back into the
long-term sustainability of our
places, and helping people live
the lives they long for.

6

By having an unlimited capacity
for collaboration, finding the best
partners to dovetail with our own
skillsets and achieving more than
we thought possible.

Through HomeChoice, we subsidise the wages and running
costs of Plungington Community Cafe in Preston.

Regeneration projects like East Wick and Sweetwater in east
London only happen when good companies work together.
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We’ve got an unlimited
capacity for collaboration.
A boundless talent
for teamwork.

Think about it.
Places for People has brought together
companies that, in their fields, are ahead
of the game.
Leaders in regeneration, placemaking,
development and construction, housing
providers, property and leisure managers,
retirement and supported living specialists,
a financial services arm and a fund
management business, as well as service
providers in property maintenance.
Pretty much everyone you need to deliver
any residential or mixed-use project, from
first inklings to the final product.

End to end – and beyond.
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OUR BRANDS

Brio Retirement Living
Castle Rock Edinvar
Chorus Homes
Cotman
Design Your Home
Derwent Living
Derwent FM
Girlings
Living Plus
Millwood Designer Homes
ModularWise
Osterna

PfP Capital
Places Finance
Places Gym
Places Homes
Places Impact
Places Leisure
Places Management
Procurement Hub
RMG
Touchstone
ZeroC
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This is how
it works.
We’re adaptable. Agile. Quick off the blocks.
Our range of skills and experience mean we can
assemble the right team on the double. One with
the know-how and flexibility to solve complex
challenges in new ways.
It might draw in a large number of companies and
partners from across the Group, or from just two
or three. Together, they’ll develop a bespoke
framework or process, or find the right product,
to deliver a perfect-fit solution.
Whether it’s a large-scale regeneration project,
an affordable housing scheme or a terrace of
low-carbon homes on land owned by a third
party, we’re able to manage the whole works,
in house or with our partners.
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A single,
simple,
seamless
process.
Urban Eden – Edinburgh
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And a single,
simple mindset.
We’re a group full of different talents and specialisms.
But we share the same beliefs about how to apply
them, in life and in business.
Nothing fancy, just a few guiding values that
add up to the Places for People SPIRIT.

S

Support: We’re always there to help
customers and colleagues.

P

Positive: We’re about a ‘can-do’ attitude,
and encouraging others to achieve.

I

Integrity: We’re open and honest,
and always deliver on our promises.

R

Respect: We treat people fairly
and with understanding.

I

Innovative: We’re open to new
ideas and unafraid of failure.

T

Together: We believe more can be
achieved by working well with others.
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We’re a company where caring, can-do people are
always on hand to support customers and colleagues.

We’re a place where talented people can
work together to make lives better.

A workplace like no other
We aim to create a unique workplace, where commercial skills
and instincts can achieve great social outcomes, where ambition
and innovation make us no less caring and trustworthy.
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All of which means
we share a different
kind of mindset.
1

Where others talk about ‘them and us’,
we talk about everyone.

2

Where others talk about competitors,
we talk about partners.

3

Where others talk about a handout,
we talk about a hand up.

4

Where others make a profit,
we make a profit to make a difference.

5

Where others think in years,
we think in decades.
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We provide
homes.

It’s what we started out doing for people in
Preston 50 years ago. Today we’re building
places to live and enjoy life for people of all
ages and circumstances, across the country.

More than just homes
At the Engine Yard in Edinburgh, the opportunity
to buy or rent will forge a diverse community in
an historic, central location.
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Chapelton, Aberdeenshire
Eight miles south of Aberdeen is a major development that
changes the meaning of ‘new town’. Chapelton’s buildings,
streets and open spaces have been inspired by traditional
towns along the Scottish east coast such as Montrose,
Stonehaven and St Andrews. Shaping every element of the
masterplan has been a long-term vision of a sustainable,
cohesive, mixed-generation community with distinct,
inclusively designed neighbourhoods, where young and
old can live, work, support each other and feel a part
of town life.
We helped to lay down the blueprint for Chapelton living
with its very first set of homes and, in Hume Square, a civic
centre and community hub that puts people first. At regular
events such as tree-planting days, summer barbecues and
Christmas carol services, it’s the perfect place to get to
know new neighbours.
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Ivy Close in Blackburn, a mixed-tenure community,
is home to Vainah and her teenage children.

Nearby, taxi driver Mr Dilshad is taking a back seat,
but aiming to buy his rented house.

And in Watling Close, Jean has downsized to a twobedroom house with everything she needs close by.
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In-home automation systems at Brio Retirement Living
homes put residents in comfort control.

At 55° North, our residents can make their homes their own,
choosing floors, fitted furniture, tiles and taps.

The Green at Longstone
We understand what makes life easier. We think about
space, convenience, energy efficiency and choice.
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Park Hill, Sheffield
We’re taking student housing up a level. With our joint venture partner Urban
Splash and specialist developer Alumno Group, we’re creating hundreds of new
student homes in Phase 3 of this landmark building’s award-winning revival.
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We are committed to providing safe, well maintained
outdoor areas for all our residents, young and old alike.

We’re redefining affordable housing by providing bright and airy
contemporary homes which meet the needs of the modern-day family.

Daisy Meadow, Clayton Brook
We understand the value of green space and communal areas.
Daisy Meadow has plenty of green spaces which foster a sense
of belonging for people living and working nearby.
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We invest
in places.

There’s much more to communities than just
homes. They’re places that feel connected
and accessible. And they’re places to play, to
meet, to find your way or to wander in safety.

Pittville Campus, University of Gloucestershire
Through Derwent Living, which joined our group in 2017, we’re able
to have a bigger influence on student accommodation, creating safe,
looked-after environments for young people when they first leave home.
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Brooklands, Milton Keynes
At Brooklands, we’re putting all of our knowledge about
placemaking and physical and social infrastructure into
creating a fully-formed new community. We’ve given great
thought to the kind of wellbeing and balance people want
in their lives, and brought it all together in one place.
We’re delivering the full spectrum of contemporary homes,
from one-bedroom apartments to townhouses, plus new
public squares, schools, shops, restaurants, cafes,
community facilities and outdoor spaces that go much,
much further than a patch of green. As part of our
commitment to placemaking, we’ve created new woodland
by planting 30,000 trees, landscaped 90 acres of green space
and introduced peaceful ponds and freshwater habitats that
bring the great outdoors into the heart of the neighbourhood.
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Creating destinations
Places matter to people. We invest in places like Edinburgh’s
Engine Yard to bring people and communities together,
by meeting the needs of modern, busy lifestyles.
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Long-term vision
Chapelton is much more than a new housing development. The vision is
to create a new sustainable town, comprising 8,000 homes and an equal
number of job spaces, as well as all the amenities you would expect.
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Quick off the mark
We know what it takes to look after our customers. Here, in Briar Bank Row, Preston,
and across England and Scotland, Places Management takes care of the repair and
maintenance of more than 60,000 affordable and social housing properties.
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Before new customers arrive, Places Management
move in to check everything over.

University partners trust Derwent FM to manage halls
of residence and raise the student experience.

Inspiring futures
When you invest in places, you invest in people. Our founder patron
donation to Chorley Youth Zone will help young local people reach their
full potential, with opportunities to develop through dance, sport, music,
media, employability and mentoring programmes.
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We create
opportunities.

It’s amazing what you can do when
you work together. Around the UK, our
strategic partnerships and joint ventures
on regeneration projects are unlocking
new opportunities and promising futures
for constantly evolving communities.

A daring reinvention
From a towering eyesore and no-go area to a hub of social and cultural hustle and bustle,
Park Hill is leading Sheffield’s self-reinvention. With Urban Splash, we’re making it a
place to live and work, for young businesses to prosper, and for creativity to thrive.
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East Wick and Sweetwater
In places like east London’s Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
district, we’re working with the London Legacy Development
Corporation to bring about long-term positive change
and opportunities to the local area. At East Wick and
Sweetwater, two neighbourhoods opposite Hackney Wick,
it’s all about making sure the urban regeneration benefits
of the London 2012 Olympic Games are delivered.
Working in a delivery partnership with Balfour Beatty
Investments, we’re building hundreds of new homes
and putting in place all of the amenities and social
infrastructures to support a thriving community, including
new schools, shops, cafes, offices and creative spaces.
Neighbouring communities have a huge part to play.
Working with local partners, we’re creating new job
opportunities for local people and minorities, and for
apprentices to gain skills and qualifications. And, to bring
those people closer to the jobs being generated at Here
East, International Quarter London and the emerging culture
and education district at East Bank, we’re making the vital
improvements needed to infrastructure and local transport.
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Talk of the Tyne
In 2007, our placemaking arm purchased the former shipyards at Smith’s Dock. Where ships
once rose now stand the Smokehouses, whose 80 waterfront apartments form part of the
masterplan we are making a reality with our longstanding partner, Urban Splash.
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Scandinavian sustainability
One of our strategic partnerships is finding a place for the low-energy smart homes of pioneering
Swedish sustainable housebuilder Trivselhus. The superior insulation and airtightness of the
39 homes at Brooklands, offer energy savings of up to 40% over traditionally-built properties.
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We build
communities.

The biggest, most powerful ideas often start
off small. We know that it takes the local
knowledge of people living and working in
communities to make good things happen.

Little steps, big results
We wouldn’t expect our customers to put down roots if we’re not prepared to
do the same. We listen to people and re-invest our profits in our places, to make
sure they offer the same quality of life in 10 or 20 years’ time as they do now.
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Still on the Go, Norwich
In Norwich, Places for People’s local subsidiary housing
association Cotman is having a big impact on the lives
of people over 55 with its Still on the Go programme. Funded
by Sport England and delivered in partnership with Places
Leisure, Still on the Go is aimed at reducing inactivity of
older people and improving their strength, fitness and wellbeing, with short, focused fitness and exercise sessions.
The programme is open to anyone over 55, regardless of
whether they are a Cotman customer. At Riverside Leisure
Centre and sheltered schemes across the city, professional
instructors lead sessions in swimming, Aqua Jog, circuits,
aerobics, Zumba Gold, gym and core and balance.
More than 200 people joined Still on the Go in its first 12
months, and hundreds more are set to benefit as the
scheme reaches out across Norfolk and Suffolk.
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Active places, healthy people
Through Places Leisure, and centres such as Places Leisure Eastleigh, we’re able
to help local people stay physically active and emotionally engaged in fitness.
And when people get fitter together, communities get stronger, too.
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Catching up with friends at Ashwell Court in Norwich.

A tight game after work at Places Leisure Eastleigh.

Taking dad to our local playground in Roney Street, Blackburn.

Coming home
At Landale Court Chapelton, our vibrant retirement community
features modern one and two bedroom cottages and apartments.
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From Legs, Bums & Tums and Smart Hearts to karate and
pilates, Places Leisure serves the whole community.

Hold it there… Morning yoga sessions put young
and not-so-young through their paces.

Eyes on the prize
At state-of-the-art leisure centres like Places Leisure Eastleigh and dozens of sports
centres, swimming pools, halls and hubs, Places Leisure works with local authority partners
to deliver health and physical activity outcomes, rather than simply operate facilities.
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We change
lives.

Happiness starts in a safe, secure home.
We know the importance to communities
of making sure that people with complex
needs receive the shelter and support
to live their lives.

Serving up smiles
We believe in projects like Plungington Community Centre,
which improve health and wellbeing and reduce social isolation
by providing access to affordable activities. We’re delighted to
support the cafe there in partnership with Caritas Care.
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Living Plus
Living Plus is our supported living provider. With a
nationwide property portfolio, it helps local authorities and
other commissioners support thousands of people with
complex needs and get homeless families back on their feet.
At our Living Plus supported housing scheme in Sheffield, we
provide homes and support for up to nine months for families
fleeing domestic abuse, harassment and trafficking, as well
as refugee families. The team work with them to manage
any risks they’re facing, and to build a support plan that
helps them get settled in a permanent home.
Effectively homeless, with three young daughters, and
suffering severe depression since fleeing harassment in
Ghana, Joyce was referred to Windmill Lane by the city’s
community mental health team. After a series of harrowing
experiences in a series of homeless shelters, she was
close to suicide.
Six months with Living Plus has gone some way towards
restoring her faith in humanity. She has received help in
finding voluntary work, a new home and school places
for her children, and has rediscovered her love of
making jewellery.
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At Fortune Place, Edinburgh, a close community
of over-60s, it’s art therapy now, Zumba later.

At Wellgate House, Rotherham, Living Plus helps retired
people with complex needs keep their independence.

Right on cue
Chorley Youth Zone, aka Inspire, is a purpose-built facility that
gives young local people a timely chance to play, perform and
discover their talent, for the price of a £5 annual membership
and 50p per visit. We’re proud to be a founder patron.
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Always happy
Dreaming of the big time at Inspire Youth Zone, Chorley.

Getting there
Over 82,200 children learn to swim each week at our leisure facilities.
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We invent
the future.

We don’t just need more housing in this
country; we need better quality housing.
It’s going to take smarter, more sustainable
solutions to provide more people with
places they want to call home.

Twice as fab
How do you make House, the revolutionary modular home system by
Urban Splash, even more fabulous to live in for future residents of Smith’s
Dock? You ask George Clarke, architect and TV presenter, to create
interiors that are perfect for modern living. And you call it Fab House.
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We know there’s a pressing need for homes
of all types, including starter homes and
shared ownership. We need new ways of
producing more homes, with more choice
and quality.

Modern methods
of construction
ModularWise, part of the Places for People Group,
is putting high-quality homes on the ground at sites
around the country almost twice as fast as it would
take with traditional methods of construction. These
modular homes are precision-manufactured in the
controlled environment of a high-tech factory, and
transported for swift assembly. Beats a wet, windy
building site.
At Alaska Street, Blackburn, we’re giving a big push
to regeneration efforts with a 100% affordable housing
scheme of modular homes, offering a wide choice of
two, three and four-bedroom properties. In Swindon,
our Marlborough Park development will include a
wide range of modern, stylish modular homes.
We’ll be doing a lot more with ModularWise, as well
as other specialists such as Trivselhus, a Swedish
company that is leading the way in modular design
and construction. At Sommar Place in Milton Keynes,
for example, our joint venture with Trivselhus is
creating a new neighbourhood of low-energy homes,
all with smart, digitally connected accessories built
in as standard.
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The Fab Houses are filled with light, pouring
through windows and down the birch-ply staircase.

At Granton in Edinburgh, a scheme of 54 modular units,
we continue to deliver quality affordable homes at pace.

Go configure
Port Loop is the transformative new neighbourhood we’re
delivering in Birmingham with Urban Splash. The first of the 1,100
homes we’re delivering are two and three-storey, canal-front Town
Houses, made in the UK and totally customisable by buyers.
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Location, location
Architect-designed, built in a factory to minimise defects and craned into
place to create smart new streets, the Town House is a completely new type
of home that’s helping us revive urban neighbourhoods across the UK.
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We’re building
a business
for tomorrow.

We want to do more of what we’ve been doing,
in more places, with more people. Innovative
financing is the way: more joint ventures and
collaborations with like-minded partners, but
also investment from third-party funds with
access to our seed portfolios, comprehensive
market knowledge and customer insights.
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We know
what makes
places great.
We’ve been
making places
work for people
for more than
50 years.
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But that
was then.

This is
tomorrow.
A strange and unfamiliar place.
The great unknown.
It’s easy to get lost.
Unless you create somewhere different.
Somewhere of your own.
We’re not talking about a parallel universe.
Just a place of our own making, where we
create homes for people that they can’t get
anywhere else, and make them in ways that
no one else has thought of. A place where
we make opportunities by taking collaboration
to a new level.
That’s where we’re headed.
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